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Synthesis 

Structure and dynamics of the cod population and trophic 

interactions in Masfjorden: A contribution to a large 

scale cod enhancement experiment 





Introduction 

Management of exploited fi h populations i generally achieved by regulating 

exploitation rate and pattem through re tri tion on harve t level or fi bing effon. enhan ing 

the population by releasing young reared fi h or improving the habitat or aquati 

environment l Regulating exploitation i normaJly u ed in management of marine fish 

populations (Bevenon and Holt 1957). Enhancement and rehabilitation effe IS have 

primarily been applied [0 anadromous and freshwater fish population which h ve been 

reduced or eliminated due to factors such as hydroelectric development or pol1ution (lsaks n 

1988; Kirk 1987; Mills 1989). However. these latter technique have also been applied t.o 

some marine fish and shellfish species in eoastal areas of Japan (Nose 1985). 

There have been proposals to increa e recruitrnent to coastal marine fish population 

through large-seale releases of young reared fish. Supplementing natural production should 

increasc; the number of adult fish and. thus. increase subsequent harve ts. This hypothe is 

should be tested through ecological investigations and large-seaIe experiments before major 

comrnercial programmes are initiated (peterman 1991; Ulltang 1984). This the is i a pan of 

the large-seale enhaneement experiments on eod (Gadus morhua L.) in Masfjorden. we tem 

Norway. EeologicaJ investigations conducted in the fjord adre the ques[ion whether 

large-seale releases of juvenile eod result in increased productivity. This experiment. with it 

multispecies approach. is the most eomprehensive investigation designed in eonnection with 

an enhaneement programme. 

Three primary conditions must be met in such an enhancement experiment. Pirst. 

mass production techniques to rear organisms lo suitable sizes for release are required. 

Second. effective techniques to mark many fish prior to release are essenlial to obtain 

biological information. lo estimate contribution lo the populations. and to asses migration 

l Worth mentioning is also the aJtempts 10 increue the landinp of plaice in inshore areu of Denmark in lhe yean 
1901-1957 by IJansplanl.ating juveniles from region. with poor ,",wth 10 areu with better growth c;ondi lions (Kltk 1987). 
Transplantation of plaice from inshore areu in Sc;oUand 10 Doggerbank were also attemptcd the yean 1903·1930 (Kirk 
1987). However. the programme. were terminaled because COIl exceeded the value of increased cl1Che. of p1aice. 

Another alternative Icchnique used when enhancing flJh populalions il iUu Ilaled in DeVries and Stein (1990). 
Sports fishericl for camivore Creshwlter flJh in North America hive often been enhancedby releuing high numben of lheir 
preys. such as shad. 
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patterns (Hilborn et al. 1990). Finally, knowledge about the ecosystem at the experimental 

sites both before and after release is needed to evaluate bow the introduction of large 

numbers of young fisb will affect the stode size and structure of other populations as weU as 

the introduced species. In the large-seale cod enhancement experiment in Masfjorden, all 

three conditions needed for a concluding evaluation of the results are fulfilLed. Mass 

production and mass marking techniques exist. and ecological investigations are conducted 

both prior to and after large-seale releases. 

This thesis is p.rimarily concerned with the investigations conducted before 

large-soale releases. Hence, the thesis will not alone provide a concluding evaluation of the 

total experiment, but will provide resuIts necessary to evaluate whether the enbancement 

experiment as a whole may be successful. Specifically, the main objectives of this study are 

to : 

I) Design an experimental sampling strategy to use when sampling fisb from Masfjorden. 

Emphasis is put on the selectivity of two types of trammel-nets and one type of gillnet when 

catching cod. Whether combined samples from a group of the three types of nets can be used 

as approximately random samples from the cod population are also studied (paper 1). 

il) Estimate population parameters (stock size, age structure, recruianent, growth, natural 

mortality and fi hing morta.lity) and study migration patterns and exploitation of cod in the 

fjord from 1986 through 1989. This period includes the first one and a half year after the 

initiaJ large-seale relea e of juvenile cod (paper IT). 

iiI) Describe the seasonality in di tribunon and abundances of the fish fauna in Masfjorden 

before large-seate releases of cod and study the food resource utilization with emphasis on 

the dlet of different ize groups of cod (Gadus morlwa L.), pollack (Pollachius pol/achj~, 

saithe (P . virens) and one size group of Trisopterus sp. (mostly poor-cod) to uncover inter

and intraspecific trophie relationships which may be important for the survival of cod 

released in the fjord (Paper lIT). 



More than a century ago. suitable mass production tocbniques were avaiJable for 

salmonid species.2 Large-scale fisb marking techniques have been avlilable for these pe ies 

for over futy years (McFarlane tt al. 1990). Large enhancement programme were initiatcd 

on Pacific salmon species within the US. Canada. USSR and Japan (lsaks on 1988; Nose 

1985; Shelbourne 1964). In the 1970's over 2 billion salmonid eggs. larvae and juveniles 

were released annually (Nose 1985; Ryther 1981). Atlantic sal mo n and variou Pacific 

salmon species have also been transplanted for over 100 years to areas without native stocks 

within the US, Canada and USSR (Kirk 1987). between North America and many European 

countries (Mills 1989) and to other parts of the world with no native salmonld tocks such as 

Australia. New Zealand and Tasmania (Mc Neil 1979; Mills 1989). 

Many of these progranunes were considercd successful as they resultcd in an average 

return between 2-5% (Thorpe 1980) and made up approximately 30 peroent in weight of the 

annual world salmon catches in e.g., 1978 (Ryther 1981). The programmes have. however. 

all been condueted without ocological investigations at the release sites. Hence. it is unclear 

why some enhancement programmes of salmonids seem to have worked while others have 

failcd (cf .• Dumont tt al. 1988; Peterman 1991). Lack: of ocological investigation at the 

release sites is considercd a major wealcness of the salmon enhancement programmes and is 

the main reason why newexperimental designs. which include ecological field inve tigations. 

have been implemented for populations such as the Fraser River sockeye salmon and the 

Columbia River coho salmon (petennan 1991). 

For marine species. mass production techniques for yolksac larvae have been 

available for over a century. Because of large fluetuations in the landings of marine flsh. 

release programmes on yolksac larvae of cod. haddock. pollack and flounder were initiated in 

the US, Groat Britain and Norway around the tum of the century (Shelboume 1964). It was 

intended that sueh releases should stabilize the recruitment to the populations and. thus, 

l Mua production lec:hniqua for nonanadromoua and {rahwaIer r .. h I!lCh Il lilapia. c:wp. buffalo ... alleye. 
IIriped 1MII and lImpona have abo been avaiJ8ble. Thae lpec:iea have been reiNMd both in connection with enhanc:emenl 
pI'OJrUIIIMS. bul have abo been iDIroduced 10 new __ worIdwide for many Y"" (Sbckney 1986). 

5 
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stabil ize the catches in the coastal fis heries. However, there has been major scien tific 

controversy of whether the releases positively influenced the recruitrnent (Kirlc 1987; 

Solemdal and Sinclair 1989). One major reason for the controversy was that no recapture of 

released individuals could be recorded because large-seale marldng techniques were not 

developed for yolksac larvae at that time.3 Potential effects from released yollcsac larvae on 

the fish populations bad therefore to be evaJuated in other ways. The first field investigation 

in Norway in 1903- 1905, searching for an evidence, was inconclusive (Shelboume 1964). 

More reccnt analyses of ti~series of beach seine samples up to about 1970 concluded that it 

was impossible to distinguish any increase in the recruitment of cod which could be ascribed 

to releases of yollcsac larvae from the natural fluetuations in cod recruitment (Tveite 1971; 

Tveite 1984). Hence, there was no reason to continue releasing yolksac larvae and the 

reJease programmes were teTminated. 

Generally, the possibility to survive increases with size because of decreasing 

predation pressure on larger fish (Werner 1986). Higher survival of released individuals is, 

therefore, expected in enhancement programmes jf larger individuals are released. This has 

been shown for the Read sea bream (Pag rus major) released in Japan (Tsukamoto et al. 

1989), and seems likely for coastal cod in Norway. (Tveite 1984) found a positive correlation 

berween the abundance of O-group cod in the autumn and the abundance the of l-group cod 

the next year, indicating a higher survival of O-group cod than of cod larvae. Thus, 

enhancement programme u ing O-group cod instead of yollcsac larvae shouJd resuJt in higher 

urvival of released fi h and increased recruitment of cod. 

Large-seaJe relea e experiments should be combined with ecological investigations in 

order to a e the po ibilitie for enhanching fi h stoclcs. Since 1983 such experiments 

have been po ible for cod in Norway primarily because a mass production technique has 

been developed. bUL al 0 because mass marking techniques are available. In the production 

technique, relea ing miLlions of yollcsac larvae into asaltwater hasin with naturally occurring 

zooplankton in an environment without predators showed high survival rates until the 

3 Re<leI1tly . genetie marlrer ck!eetable Il all life hi tory IlageS rorcod bu been ckve.Joped (SvAund 1990). 



O-group growth stage (0iestad et aj. 19 5). Thi technique h recently been improved. To 

obtain better survival, the sa]twater basin is fertilized to in rea the bundan e of p.rey 

organisrns before larvae are released (Blom et al. 1991). Moreover. fish marlcing te hniques 

for cod are available. A large-scale group marlång method (fluorescent pigment dmini tered 

through the food) and extemal individual tag (Floy tag ) are u ed on cod (SvAsand 1990). It 

is, thus, possible to coUect information both on biology and di tribulional pattem of relea ed 

cod as weU as of wild cod. 

The flJ"St enhancement experiment was initiated in Austevoll in 1983. western Norway 

(Svlsand 1990). Other experiments started in 1985 when the Norwegian Council of Fi heries 

Research decided to support a nation-wide enhancement re earch programme with 

experiments in three different regions of Norway. Masfjorden, western Norway. considered 

in the present study, was selected as one of these experimental ite. 

Experimental sampUng 

The type of gear chosen for the experimental sampling strategy will depend on 

whether the target fish species are pelagic or demersal. Midwater trawling is normally 

utilized when sarnpling pelagic fish populations. Such trawling was utllized in Masfjorden 

by Giske et al. (1990) when studying the distribution and trophic interactions within the 

pelacic fish assemblages. 

When sarnpling from fish populations which inhabit the bottom connected habitats. 

one must consider the topography of the species' distributional area more closely before 

choosing sampling gears. Demersal fish populations in offshore regions, often distributed 

over large areas of relative plain and soft bottoms. are normally sampled utllizing 

standardized bottom trawling combined with acoustic surveys. However, the topography is 

totaLly different in west Norwegian fjords. Masfjorden is considered a typi.cal west 

Norwegian fjord according to Syvitski et al. (1987). It is about 22 km long, narrow (0.3-1.5 

km wide) and deep with sections of varying bottom types. The maximum depth i about 500 

m It has a relative]y deep siU (75 m) and its approximately 70 km long macroalgae covered 

7 
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shoreline is generally rocky and has steep sides that altemate with a few bays with sandy and 

muddy bottoms (Paper Ill). Therefore, the alternative acoustic surveys and bottom trawling 

appeared not to be the best sampHng strategy for fish populations in tbe fjord. The sarnpling 

of demersal fi sh populations in this fjord requires a somewhat different type of sarnpHng 

design. The gears used were heach seines in the shaUows (mostly 0-5 m depth), gillnets and 

trarnrnel-nets in somewhat deeper water (mostly 5-20 m), and bottom trawHng at greater 

depths (180-480 m). Gillnet and trarnmel-net sampling was conducted monthly and the 

bottom trawling only occasionally. 

Generally, fishing gears are selective and do not provide random sarnples of aU fish 

sizes within any population. Selectivity may, therefore, affect any estimate of population 

parameters requiring rand om sarnples from the population. The selectivity of gears used in 

Masfjorden is considered in this thesis. Emphasis is put on the selectivity of two types of 

trarnmel-nets and one type of gillnet when catching cod (Paper n. The selectivity of nets is 

illustrated by selectivity curves, showing how the possibility of catching a fish species 

changes according to the length of the fish (Hamley 1975). 

Experimental sampling 0/ cod 

According to o.g., Regier and Robson (1966), length sarnples corrected for the 

selectivity can be used as e timates of true length compositions within fish populations. 

Moreover, such electivity adjusted length compositions may be utilized as representative 

arnplos and can, thus, be used to obtain unbiased parameter estimates for the population 

conside.red (Hamley 1975). Approx.imately truo length distributions were estimated in Paper 

I for cod in Masfjorden in the length range 18-58 cm usiog sarnples from each of the two 

trammel-nets (those having 4Smrn and 70 mm stretched mesh in the ioner-net). 

An alternative approach, when seeking representative samples, is to use the acquired 

knowledge of olection properties to make simplifications, e.g., varyiog net types can be 

combined to get nearly nonselective Dot groups for specified length ranges (Regier and 

Robson 1966). In Paper I it is cODcluded that composite samples from experimental net 



groups consisting of one net of each of the three type used when catching coo in Masfjorden 

did not differ significantly from the apparent true length composition obtained by the methoo 

referred to in the previous section. The simplified methoo could. thus. al 0 be used to get 

representative samples for length range 18-58 cm of coo. 

It is also assumed that the selectivity of cod larger than 58 cm is negligible because 

these large coo. if present at the sampling sites, have a size which can be entangled in the 

trammel-nets. In other words, it is assumed that the experimental net groups generate nearly 

the same fishing mortality on aU length cIasses of coo greater than 18 cm. Thus. 

representative samples from the coo population in Masfjorden can be oblained by two mean ; 

either from selectivity adjusted samples of cod from each of the nets. or from combined 

samples from the experimental net groups. Of the two method available l.he latter. 

slmplified, sampling approach was chosen for the stoc!e assessment on coo in Paper Il 

Experimental samp/ing of other flsh species 

A detailed study of the selectivity of all fish species sampled in Masfjorden is beyond 

the scope of this research. Therefore. the same approach as used for cod (i.e., combined 

samples from the experi.mental net groups) is used in Paper m to estirnate abundance indlces 

for different species present in the 5-20 m depth zone of the fjord. This may bias the 

obtained results because factors such as body shape and behaviour of the fish species may 

influenee how efficiently different species and sizes are captured. It is not possible to 

properly evaluate this potential bias in the thesis. However, since these combined sarnples 

were not used for stode assessment, but only to estimate abundance indices, the bias is 

probably not severe. 

The beach seine used to sample the 0-5 m depth rone of Masfjorden is also selective. 

Such samples generalJy underestimate abundance because large stones, macroalgae and other 

hindrances often cause escapement (e.g., FossA 1989; Tveite 1971). The alternative drop-net. 

developed by FossA (1989) for sampling fish in shallow waters, captured more individuaIs of 

the two-spotted goby (Gobiusculus jlavescens) per square meter than the beach seine. 

9 
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However, although PossA (1989) did not srudy in detail how efficiently the drop-net caprured 

other species, the results indicat.ed that shy species such as cod were underrepresented in the 

samples. PossA (1989) also recorded that more species were caught by the beach seine. a 

feature probably explained by the differenee in the sampling area between the beach seine 

(120 m2) and the drop-net (16 m2). HeDee, because shy species seemed to be 

underrepresented in samples from the drop-net compared to samples from the beach seine, 

and because the beach seine caught more species. the beach seine was choseD when sampling 

the shallows in the study of distributioDal patterns of the fish species in Paper m. 

Strudure and dynamic:s ot the ood population 

Knowledge about the dynamics of the local cOO population in Masfjorden is vital for 

the assessment of whether large-seaie releases of juvenile eOO will inerease the yield of cod 

from the fjord. In Paper Il a stock assessment for cOO is presented. Combined samples from 

experimental net groups are used on data prior to and for the first year after the first 

large-seale release of juvenile cOO. These samples cover a 4 years period. Catch per unit of 

effort estimates are generated from an experimental fishery, and are, combined with absolute 

abundance estimates from tagging experiments and commerci.al and recreational catch 

statistics, used for stock, assessment. 

Parameters to be estimat.ed in studies conceming the structure and dynamics of 

exploited fl h populations are slock size (in weight), age structure, recruitment. growth, 

natural mortaJity and fishing mortaIity. The simplified relationship between tbese parameters 

is illustrated in Figure l : The stock loses members by Natural mortality and by Catch . 

Renewal is undertalcen by Recruitment of young individuals and by Growth of the already 

recruited members. 
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Rtcruirmtnt - ~ 
Natural morta/ity 

Stoet. siu 

Growrh .--. f---+ Careh 

Figure 1. Simplified diagram of the dynamie of an exploited fish stod (from Ricker 1975). 

The following parameters are estirnated for cod in Ma fjorden in Paper li: 

Recruitment: Although O-group cod was not fuHy recruited to the experimental net 

group used when catching cod in Masfjorden, tagging experirnents on O-group cod made it 

possible to estimate the number of O-group cod present in the autumn of 1985, 1986 and 

1988. The recapture period used for estimation purpose included only completely recruited 

~ges. Age groups 1 year and older were considered recruited to the experimental net group. 

The number of O-group cod present in November and December, 1985 and 1986 WIlS low; 

about 14000 in 1985 (including 15.4% released cod) and around 11000 in 1986 (including 

10.4% released cod). The number of O-group cod in August 1988, immed.iately after large 

scale releases of juveniles, appeared to be much higher (180000, including the about 46.2% 

released individuals). 

The maximum abundances of l -group cod (1984 and 1987 year classes) were about 

ten times higher than the minimum abundances (1985 and 1986 yearclllsses). The abundance 

of l -group cod in the 1988 year dass was about throc times higher than for the 1985 and 

1986 year ciasses. 

Slock size: Estimated annual mean numbers of cod of recruited age groups varled 

between 28800 and 83800 individuals from 1986 - 1989 with minimum mean number in 

1987 and max.imum in 1988. The estimates correspond to an annual mean biomllss of about 

20 tonnes. 

Growth: The estimated length-weight relationship indicated isometrlc growth for 

i.ndividual cod in Masfjorden. The growth in length as a function of age depicted that 
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maximum size is attained slowly. The estimated growth parameter K in the von Bertalanffy 

growth equation is 0.128. This growth rate is similar to the Baltie and the Barents Sea 

population (K=O.12), but 10weT than for the North Sea cod (K ranging between 0.269 -

0.333) as referred to in Daan (1974). 

Catch: The total annual catehes, including commercial. recreational and the smaU 

experimental catches, increased from 1986/1987 to 1988/1989, and were at a maximum in 

both numbers and weight in 1989 (around 17000 individuals or 9.5 tonnes). The inerease 

was probablyaresult of the strong 1987 year class which dominated the 1988 and 1989 

catches. 

Morlality: The results in Paper Il indicates that the aveTage total mortality Z 

increased from age group 1/2 to 2/3 <Z1/2=O.81 and .22/3=1.19).4 As the corresponding 

fishing mortalities were FI/2=OJJ9 and F2I3=O.20 • a high natural mOTtality seems likely for 

these young age groups of eod in Masfjorden. Another possible explanation, high 

emigration, is discussed later. 

The calculated fishing mortalities over the calendar year increased. with age and were 

at a low level on l -group (Fl =0.(6) and moderate level on 2-group (F2=O.18). but high on 

3-group (F3=O.37). For age groups 4+, F appears to be much higher (F4+=O.85). The 

estimated fishing mortalities for cod in Masfjorden were, except for the oldest age groups, 

lower than those estimated by Virtual Population Analysis (VPA) on commercial catches of 

tagged cod off Austevoll (0.6 per year for age group 2+ (Svåsand and Kristiansen 1990». 

The validity 0/ the population parameters 

Many factors may influence the estimation methodology and. thus, the validity of 

obtained population parameters. For the stock assessment on cod in Masfjorden such faetors 

are prlmarily eonnected to the sampling strategy, tagging experiments and to the migration 

pattem within the population. It is concluded in Paper Il that the estimates are not likely to 

. 4Ap groUpI aJa+l denolelthe interval from approllimalely the middIe or !be year when the fim i. a yun old 10 
the nuddle of the )"Car when it il a+/ yUri old. 
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be biase<! with regard to fac tars conceming the sampling strategy. The a umption of a 

constant catchability coefficient q (q=4.2xl(}J per setting of the experimental net group) for 

recruited ages seems valid. All estimated parameters are critically dependent on thi 

ass umpti on. One factor which can cause a biased e timate of the catchability coefficient. is 

extra mortality on released cod. a feature leading to overeslimated .recruiunent and stock size 

(paper lI). Field investigations condueted in connection with the 1987 Ma fjorden cod 

releases indicated a slightly increased predation immediately after release (Nordeide and 

Salvanes 1991). The parameters can be adjusted for this apparent extra predation mortaUty if 

the predation rate is quantified. 

The migration characterlstics may affect some population parameters. For in tance, 

estimates of total mortali ty Z includes any migration rate (Paper In. High emigration rates 

will lead to overestimated Z's while high immigration rates may underestImate this 

parameter. The following three aspects should therefore be evaluated in connection with 

enhancement experiments : l) migration of juvenile fish. 2) migration of adult fish. a.nd 3) 

whether the released fish will pick up the same pattem as their wild con gener. 

A1though some individuals migrated between the fjord and other areas. the overall 

results in Paper Il indicated that juvenile cod were nearly stationary. The estimated total 

and fishing mortality rates for juvenile fish are. therefore. not expected to be biased by 

migration. However. it seems likely that the estimated mortality mtes can be biased in years 

with high net imrnigration during the spawni.ng sesson. because stode assessments in Paper TI 

cover the local area and not the total distributional area for the &dult cod. A net Immigration 

in the spawning season was indicated for cod in 1988. Over 10 % of fish tagged at the 

spawning grounds left the area after spawning and were recaptured in other areas, whereas 16 

% were recaptured in Masfjorden. Thus. part of the cod biomass available for the 1988 

fishery consisted probably of migrating mature individuals (3 years and older) not stationary 

in Masfjorden. This may reflect another characteristic often recorded in coastal populations 

of cod in Norway. The spawning population often consists of two spawning units. one local 

remaining in the area the entire year, and the other migrating from contiguou8 fjords and 
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more distant areas to the spawning grounds and then returning (Godø 1984; Jakobsen 1987; 

Jørstad 1984; Jør tad and NævdalI989). 

With regard to whether released cod will pick up the same migration pattem as wild 

cod, one should note that all earlier studies on migration of coastal cod are descriptive (e.g .• 

(Danielsen 1969; Dannevig 1954; Godø and SunnanA 1984; Templeman 1974). No study 

concerning the underlying processess determining migration is available for cod as for 

salrnon, where both genetical and environmental conditions in connection with migration has 

been studied (Hasler 1971). 

For marine species. and particularly for clupeids. there is a relationship between the 

abundance of the total population and the migration distance (Beverton et al. 1984). For the 

Norwegian spring spawning herring. Dragesund et al. (1980) reports that the migration 

distance decreased with decreasing population. The distribution of young herring was also 

found to vary with the different year classes. 

It is uncertain whether there is any relationship between the size of the local cod 

population in Masfjorden and the distributional area or migration distance. Results presented 

in Paper Il indicate that cod released in 1985. 1986 and 1988 were nearly stationary. 

However, several cod (30 individuals) released in 1987 were primarily recaptured from a 

contiguous fjord during the spawning season. It is not known whether this was a spawning 

migration or represented some permanent emigration from Masfjorden. Although the 

evidence is not strong. the fact that 1987 was a year with high recruitment indicated that this 

degree of emigration of cod could be density dependent 

Population regulation 

The population levels of exploited marine fish stocks are regulated through many 

underlying processes. Biological and environmental conditions as weU as exploitation rate 

and pattem deterrnine the balance between the increase in stock size due to recruitment and 

growth and losses caused by fishing and predation mortality (see Figure l). The factors 

determining recruitment and within population regulation on the adult stage have been 



emphasiz.ed when studying fish populations, whi.le regulative proces e detennining the 

suMval from the juvenile tage have rarely been considered (Beverton et aJ. 1984). 

The underlying p.roce e detennining re ruitment are con idered the major 

stnJcturing forces for a fi h stock. Si enwine (19 4) presents a review of the proce ses 

regulating tbe pre-recruit stage. There is a general lack of correlation between l arv al 

abundance and ub equent recruitment. It is common that large fluetuations occur in the 

recruitment to ti h population becau e of highly variable mortality rate in the early 

planklOnic stage. Mortality rates may vary between 5 and 20 % per day in theso early stages 

(Blaxter 1988). For cod in Norwegian waters the mortality of those early life history tages 

must be high. The spawning period ranges from February to May. and tho planktonic stage 

lasts until July/August when cod settle in nearshore habitats (Godø et aJ. 1989). 

15 

Hjort (1914; 1926) believed that high survival of larvae wa critically dependent on 

whether I arv al food and larval distribution matched or mismatched when the larvae switched 

from endogenous to exogenous food. Moreover. the predation pressure is an additional factor 

deterrnining the survival from this planktonic stage (Blaxter 1988; Hunter 1981; Bunter 

1984) The fluctuating environmental conditions may modify these effect from starvation 

and predation (Sissenwine 1984). It seems thus that the recruitment level in fish populations 

is detennined by faclOrs other than the numbers of eggs spawned or the size of the spawning 

population. Hence, the most likely explanation for the faiJure of the earlier larvae release 

enhancement programrnes around the tum of the century is that most of the millions of 

released yolksac larvae died before they settled in nearshore areas as O-group cod. Those who 

survived until this stage were too few to significantly increase recruitment to the population . 

In Masfjorden, the year-lO-year flucruation in recruitment was about lO-fold between 

rich and poor year cIasses for the period considered (Paper Il). The fluctuadon in the 

recruitment of the Barents Sea cod and haddock: is. however, much higher. Evidence of a 

6O-fold differenee between a rich and a poor year class is documented for the period 

1902-1983 (Bergstad et al. 1987; Sætersdal and Loeng 1987). The variability in the North 

Sea haddock is even higher (over l00-fold. Ursin 1982). The difference in the variability in 
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recruitment between the local cod stock: in Masfjorden and the total stock: of the Barents Sea 

cod may partly be explained by the short period considered for cod in Masfjorden. but one 

may also speculate whether recruitment is more stable in small local populations than in large 

oceanic stocks. For instance, Sissenwine (1984) hypothesize that space limitation during the 

post-larval stage can be a strong compensatory mechanism which potentially stabilize the 

recruiunent in coastal areas. 

The biological regulatory processes on the mature part of local exploited populations 

are primarily density dependent effects. but also genetie responses can occur (Beverton et al. 

1984). Conditions often associated with a pronounced decrease in population abundance are 

increased growth rate and decreased age or size at flfSt maturity (Stems and Crandall 1984). 

Jf a decrease in population abundance is fishery induced, an increased food supply per 

individual will nonnally lead to increased growth rate and faster maturity.s On the contrary. 

at very high adult densities. depression in growth rates and fecundity often occur (Beverton et 

al. 1984). Unfortunately. it has not been possible to study such regulation of the adult part of 

the cod population in Masfjorden because the samples mainly consisted of immature 1-3 year 

old coo. A preliminary analysis of immature cod indicated, however. a depressed growth rate 

for the flfSt year after the first large-seale release of cod (Jarle T. Nordeide. unpublished). 

The reduced growth rate for cod which Nordeide (unpublished) found for both the 

1987 and 1988 year ciasses after the fLfStlarge-seale release could res ul t in a higher predation 

mortality on these small fish because small fish potentially have more predators than large. 

Such aresult was supponed by the slight inerease in natura1 monality from 1987/1988 to 

1988/1989 as indicated in Paper Il The results in Paper IT also indicate that a slightly higher 

emigration rate for coo released in 1987 than for the groups released the other years. 

Whether this apparent inerease in emigration for the 1987 release group was a result of the 

high abundance of young cod in 1988/1989 is uncertain. 

• • 'o-b,e ~lpOnlC' m.y act in the oppo ile .... y. A developin, fiahery selectively remo"esthe raster win 
indlv.duab raulllll.& 1/1 .Iower .ve:race size 1l.le in the ~lChes (Beve:rton et aj. 1984). aro g 
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Tropbic interactions 

Multi pocie approach have a deep tradition in ecological tudies. but have eldom 

been taken ioto account in fihenes management. probably becau e the ingle pecie 

approach has been ucces ful for many loog-lived pocies in temperate region (Sugihara et 

al. 1984).6 Of the few early exception . Larkin (1963: 1966) and May et al. (1979) 

considered optimum exploitation in competition and predator-prey ystem and Andersen and 

UTSio (1977) developed the dynamic imulation modet for the North Sea eco y tem which is 

a multispecie extension of the Beverton and Holt theory of fishing. Recently. multi pocies 

approaches are also found nece ary for concluding evaluation of enhancement experiments 

(Petennan 1991; Ulltang 1984). 

Large-scale re lea ses of juveniles of one pecie into a fi h assemblage can influence 

the productivity of other fish population. and, imilarly, other fish populations may influence 

the productivity of the population to be enhanced. Hence, it i not nece arily true that an 

increased production of the large t population is the only re ponse of large-scale relea ses of 

juveniles. Existing interspecific, as well as intraspecific, trophic relations may be decisive 

factors in regulating the size of the population intended to be enhanced. Thus, the re ponse 

of large-seaJe releases of cod in Ma fjorden can be an increased stock size of coo, but the 

releases can also, theoretically. operate as a large food supply for the predators on cod. 

Some enhancement programmes in North America even take advantage of known 

predator-prey interactions and release preys instead of predators. For instance. shad (the 

prey) have been released in order to increase the population of crappies and largemouth bas 

(the predators on shad) (nevnes and Stein 1990). 

The most important trophic relation hi ps in the fj h assemblage of Ma fjorden before 

large-sca.le releases are iIIustrated in Figure 2. Of the eleven dominating species shown in 

Figure 2. only coo, pollack and sai the are of direct commerciaJ value (cf., SaJvanes 1986). 

with cod as the most valuable. The other eight species are expected to influence the 

6 The nud for muJtispecies modell became particular apparent lately when tropicaJ fimeriea were developed 
(Sugihara ~I aJ. 1984). Tropical rISheriea occur in regions having a high fi . h djvenity. and wlet mll1Y .pecie. (of tal up 10 
100 species). 
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productivity of the commercialJy interesting species through existing trophic interactions. and 

are thus of indirect conunercial value. For example. the three dominating gobies are eaten by 

aU the four gadids. Cod and poUack also eat dominating members of the Labrid family as 

weU as other gadids and their own congeners. 

Although the trophic interactions in Masfjorden seems complicated, the interactions 

are even more complex than depicted in Figure 2. Because the food resource utilization and 

the risk of predation generalJy vary with body size. ontogenetic nicbe shift leads to successive 

changes in the interactions among species (Werner and Gilliarn 1984). When comparing the 

diet of different length groups of cod. poUack, saithe and poor-cod in Masfjorden, it was 

indicated that two-spotted goby and benthic crustaceans were the major preys in early life for 

cod, pollack, saithe and poor-cod. but the imponance of gobies in the diet decreased as 

individuals grew larger. For cod and pollack this decrease in importance of gobies in the diet 

with increasing size coincided with increasing importance of the large gadids and labrid preys 

(Paper Ill). 

Moreover, co-occurring fisb populations exploit common resources consisting of prey 

species which may fluctuate seasonalJy in abundance, but some preys may also be preferred. 

The strongest interactions were in fact indicated between the dominating fisb populations in 

the summer or autumn when they had rnaximum abundances (paper Ill). The small gadids ' 

maximum predation on gobies coincided with the maximum abundance of gobies in the 

ummer, while the predation of gobies was low in seasons with low abundance of such preys 

(paper Ill; see also Fos A 1991). The resuJts in Paper ID may also be taken as a supporting 

evidence for cod being a preferred prey for the large cod and pollack. The large predator 

groups showed maximum predation on cod in the summer or autumn de spite that e.g., labrid 

preys were numerous. 

In conclusion. the multi pecies approach used in the study of the fisb assemblage of 

Ma fjorden has iUu trated imponant knowledge about existing intra- and interspecific 

relations between dominating species. It seems likely that the discovered interactions may 

affect the urvivaJ of relea sed cod. One should therefore quantify the strengths of trophic 
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relationships byestimating predation rate before 8 con luding evalueting of the od 

enhancement experiment in Masfjorden. 
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Figure 2. The trophic links between bonom connected fi sh species in the 5-20 m depth zone 

of Masfjorden discovered from a study of the diet of cod, pollack, saithe and poor-cod. Size 

groups and seasons are pooled. 
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Concluding remarks 

The aspects adressed in this thesis in connection with the investigations and 

experiments assosiated with a large-scale cod enhancement project in Masfjorden are: First. 

a sampling strategy is designed to provide representative samples from the cod population in 

the fjord (Paper I). Second, this sampling strategy is used to obtatn data for estimating stock 

size, age structure, recruitment, growth, natural mortaJity and fishing mortality for the local 

cod slock for a period which includes the fust one and a half year after the initial large-scale 

release of juveniles (Paper Il). These data have also been used when studying migration 

patterns in the cod population. Finally, using the same sampling strategy as for cod, data for 

estimating relative abundances of other bottom connected fish species present in the fjord 

have also been obtained (Paper III) . The diet of the captured cod, poUack, saithe and 

poor-cod has been studied in detail to uncover trophic interactions between dominating fish 

species before large-scale releases (Paper III). An analysis of yield per recruit at different 

release strategies is left for future studies. 

This research is only a part of the overall evaJuation of the cod enhancement project 

and is, therefore. insufficient in drawing any conclusion of the viability concerning 

large-scaJe cod enhancement programmes. However, it does prov ide necessary information 

for assessing the la.rge-scale releases of cod . The dynamics in the local cod stock of 

Masfjorden is illustrated by the estimated stock size and age structure and the estimates of 

recruitment. growth. natural monaJity and fishing monaJity. The average annual stock size 

was around 20 tonnes in the period 1986-1989 whereas the annual mean numbers varied 

between 28800 and 83800 with minimum in 1987 and maxirnum in 1988. One major 

question for the enhancement experiment is whether it is possible to increase this stock size 

through large-scaJe releases of juveniles or whether density dependent processes (which often 

are reponed to regulate the stock sizes of marine fish) wiU lcad to no significant enhancement 

effects. These issues are discussed in the following sections. 

The strongest sLructuring forces in marine fish populations are the underlying 

processes responsible for the highly fluctuating recruitment. The recruitment of l-group cod 
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in Masfjorden howed a lO-fold year-lo-year flu tuati n between a ri h and a poor year l 

The maximum numbers of cad present in Ma fjorden in 19 8 i explain d by the high 

recruitment in 1987 and the minimum mean numbers in 19 7 i a re ult of two uccessive 

years (1985 and 1986) with 10w recruitment. The level of recruitment i in fact a combined 

response of: 1) whether the annual reproductive cycle of fish and the annuaJ produ tion cycle 

of larval prey match or mi match; 2) the predation pressure on the egg and larva]- tage from 

post-Iarval fish ; and 3) the effects of environmental variability (Si enwine 1984). The 

combined effect of processes results in fluctuating and unpredictable mortality on these early 

pre-recruit stages, and explain the high year-to-year fluctuation in recruitment hown for cod 

in Masfjorden. These fluctuations may as well expJain the failures of the earlier enhancement 

programmes releasing yolk: ac larvae. The number of individual urviving of the larvae 

released were probably to few to significantly increase the ubsequent recruitrnent to the cod 

stocks. 

However, it is at present pos ible to increase the recruitrnent by releasing juveniles 

instead of larvae. The juveniles can be reared by flI'st releasing yolksac cod larvae into a 

controlled environment free for predators, and with suitable and sufficient preys avallable 

(Blom et al. 1991; 0iestad et al. 1985). This production technique increases significantly the 

survival through the very vulnarable pelagic life stage. The major question is whether the 

releases of juveniles in fact result i.n increased stock size of cod, or if density dependent 

processes will depress the survival rate for both released and wild cod. The positive 

association between the avemge annual biomass of one year old cod (two tonnes in 1987 and 

over 15 tonnes in 1988 (cf., Paper Il» and the biomass of gobies the previous autumn after 

cod have settled in the littoral zone (two tonnes in 1986 and over 22 tonnes in 1987 (cf., 

FossA 1991» may be taken as a supporting evidence for such processes. However, one may 

also speculate whether this positive assosiation indirectly reflects the regulative procce ses on 

the planktonic pre-recruit stage. Such an explanation is supported by the findings in Giske et 

al. (1991): It was indicated that the transport of zooplankton (the food for gobies) to the 

littoral zone regulates the abundance of gobies (the major prey for young cod) and the 
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subsequent recruitment of cod. 

The growth of the already recruited cod in Masfjorden influences the renewal of 

biomass in the local stock: (cf.. Pigure l). The estimated rate of growth in length as a function 

of age is low (K=O. 128) indicating that the maximum size of cod is attained slowly. li there is 

a carrying capacity for young cod in Masfjorden, we may expect that the growth rate 

decreases after large-scale releases of juveniles because of a lower food supply per individual 

compared to a situation with no juveniles released. It seems that the growth rate decreased 

both for the 1987 and 1988 year classes during the first year after the initial large-scale 

release of eod in the fjord (Jarle T. Nordeide. pers. comm.). li also other fish species and 

sizes overlapping in diet with young cod were numerous during this period, this is an 

additional fsetor which may limit the food availability, and, thus, the growth of young cod' 

The cod stock loose members by natural mortality and fishing mortality (cf .• Figure 

l). Because the estimated average total mortality fZ;) on immature eod ranged between 0.81 

and 1.19 whereas the corresponding fishing mortality (jf j) was in the range 0.09-0.20 for the 

period 1986-1989. and because the young eod were nearly stationary. the natural mortality 

(},fl) for young cod is high in Masfjorden. This high mortality is largely explained by 

predation from large predators such as eod and pollack (cf., Papers Il and III). Although the 

evidence is not strong. it seems that a sLight inerease in natural mortality occurred during the 

firSt year after the initial large-scale release (paper m. This may partly be explained by a 

higher predation risk for the apparently slower growing fish after the release because small 

fish is expected 10 have more predalors. ff the predator abundance was high during the same 

period. thi eould be an additional faelor resulting in increased predation on young eod. 

Hence, it is possible that the natural mortality inerease after large-scale releases because of 

density dependent effects. 

Another faelor which also may reduce th.e enhancement effects is a higher predation 

monality on released eod than on wild cod. Nordeide and Salvanes (1991) found more 

tagged eod than untagged individuals in the stomaehs of cod predators captured immediately 

after release. The predation monality has not been estimated separately for wild and released 
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cod, but it seems that the extra predation was re tri led to the period immediately after 

release. An effect uch difference may ha e for enhan ement e periments have been 

demonstrated for e .g., plaice relea ed in a fjord of Scotland in the early 1960 ' s. The 

meramorpho ed plaice relea ed, di appeared the first few days after relea e bec u e of 

intensive predation (Anon. 1966). The enhancement effect became, thu , negligible. Blaxter 

(1974) ascribed thi high predation on the released plaice panly to deviant behaviour and 

partly to the tran ition from hatchery condition to a tOlaUy different natural environment 

with different types of food . The experiment in Scotland illu trates the importance of 

estimating the predation mortality for wild and released juvenile separately before a se ing 

the viability of enhancement programmes. 

In conclusion, this research has iUu ttated the dynamics in the local cod stock of 

Masfjorden and has discovered important trophie interactions in the fi h a emblage of the 

.fjord. It seems likely that density dependent processes can be important in regulating the 

size of the local cod stock through both interspecific as well as intta pecific trophie 

reJationships. Such processes may reduce the expected enhancement effects after large-scale 

releases of juveniles. In addition to the resuJt obtained, the tudy ha indicated that at least 

the foIlowing three aspects should be studied in more detail before a total evaluation of the 

cod enhancement experiment in Masfjorden. These are: a) the density of fish species and 

sizes overlapping in diet with young cod and therr consumption of major preys such as gobies 

should be quantified, b) the consumption of young cod by large predators should be 

estimated, and c) released and wild cod should be treated as different taxa and separate 

predation mortalities should be provided for the two groups. 
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